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Module #1:

Welcome and
Introductions

(Video)

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=w14AKQda8ls


Timing MODULE                                                    TOPIC

10:00 a.m. #1 Welcome & introductions                          Addressing the Challenge of Bias 

10:05 a.m.  #2 High Velocity Culture Change                     Building a House of Inclusion 

10:15 a.m. #3 Defining Bias and its Impact                       Addressing the Barriers to Business Opportunity 

10:20 a.m.  #4 Women’s Leadership Journey Lessons Learned - Janice Howroyd, AgileOne Group

10:35 a.m.  #5 Your Role as a Stakeholder                          Self Assessment Pre-quiz

10:45 a.m.  #6 How We Ensure that Bias in Not a Demonstrating our Values - Peter Zerp, Accenture
Barrier to Business   

11:00 a.m. – 11:15 a.m. 
#7 Supplier Diversity Best Practices                 Roundtable – Facilitator led Discussion    

11:15 a.m. – 11:30 a.m. #8 Closing Remarks & Wrap-up Action Planning 

Session Agenda
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The Business Case for 
Supplier Diversity

MAKE OUR CUSTOMERS. . . 
OUR PARTNERS



B E H A V I O R A L
Maximize our sense of team through

intentional consensus-building and 

clarification around mission ROI.

High Velocity Culture Change

O R G A N I Z A T I O N A L
Build an effective and cohesive

strategy that prioritizes diversity, 

equity and inclusion.

Module #2:



Building a House of Inclusion
Establish a culture that embraces diverse business partnerships

Supplier 
Diversity 

Team.

The Walls

• Staff Support
• Strategic Business  Partners 
• Community Partners

Senior Leadership
Policy & DirectionThe Roof

Strategic Supplier Diversity Plan
Practices, Procedures, Protocols,

Goals, Performance measures, Resources

The Foundation

Supplier
Diversity Infrastructure



The Business Case

✓ The Customer

✓ The Competition

✓ The Community

✓ The Brand

✓ The Law

Addressing 
the Challenge 
of Bias

Source: WEConnect International



The Business Case

More than one-third of all privately held businesses in the world are 

owned by women, yet women-owned enterprise earn less than 1% of 

contract opportunities with corporate and government purchasing 

organizations on a global scale.

Globally, women businesses represent the fastest growing component of 

the small business economy, but they are subject to discrimination, and 

ultimately bias which excludes them from the mainstream of the free 

market.



“We want our pool of suppliers and business

partners to look just like our customers.”

Supplier Diversity adds significant value to the company’s

mission through its impact on our brand in the communities

that we serve.

The Business Case



The Business Case Revisited

✓ Growth in the consumer marketplace is fueled by diversity.  This results 

in supplier diversity becoming a business imperative.  

✓ The purchasing power of Women and Diverse Groups represents the 

fastest growing market demographic in the consumer economy.

✓ Product and service loyalty among Women and Diverse Groups 

surpasses all consumer groups.

✓ The predominant decision-maker over retail purchases are women.



Module #3:

Defining Bias and 
its Impact

- Implicit bias
- Explicit bias

Participant Exercise
(Poll questions)





• Bias represents barriers that mitigate opportunities in business having no 

relevance on a contractor's ability to perform. It frequently occurs as a result of 

cultural expectations, misinformation, societal norms, and negative 

assumptions that are not driven by logic or past history.

• Most often these barriers are invisible to those who erect them as they may be 

implicit and unintentional, but the negative impact does not change regardless 

of intentions.

• The effect of procurement barriers on opportunities for diverse suppliers 

which include women, minorities, veterans, disabled, and LGBTQ communities 

continue to serve as obstacles to business growth and opportunity.

Bias Defined . . . 



Women’s Leadership Journey

Module #4:

Guest Presenter:
Janice Howroyd



Module #5:

Your Role . . . 
as a Stakeholder 



Influencer
Ambassador

Champion
Problem Solver

Support Team

Colleague

Mentor

Catalyst / Coach

Facilitator

Sourcing Specialist

Subject Matter Expert

Performance 
Monitor

Resource 
Person

Solutions-Centered Leadership



How We Ensure that Bias is 
Not a Barrier to Business

Module #6:

Guest Presenter:
Peter Zerp



donderdag 14 juli 2022

Supplier Inclusion & Diversity at 
Accenture

Peter Zerp



Responsible buying/supplier inclusion & sustainability, 
a key priority for Accenture

“Responsible Business is one 
of our five strategic 
priorities“

„With our purchasing power 
and multi-billion-dollar 
supply chain, we can 
cultivate a culture of 
responsible buying on a  
global scale.“

„We work with our suppliers
to advance key priorities –
including sustainability,
human rights, inclusion, 
diversity and social
innovation.“

Julie Sweet
CEO Accenture

Kai Nowosel
CPO Accenture

"We believe inclusive 
procurement practices create
long-term value for our clients
and our  communities, while
helping us remain agile, 
disruptive and ahead of the
market.

We want to be a responsible
leader in the  digital future and
an ethical partner for our
clients,  suppliers and investors. 
We need to change from power 
to partnership play.”



Accenture’s global Supplier Inclusion & Diversity Program 
reaches 21 countries

ACCESS EMPOWER IMPACT

21 COUNTRIES

Accenture’s DSDP program leverages expertise to diverse 
suppliers with 1/1  mentoring and customized training. 

Educating diverse suppliers helps to set them 
up for growth and equip for long-term relationships with 
large clients.

We run DSDP in 7 countries; so far 
graduated 196 suppliers.

Our virtual SME-DE* platform connects participants with 
knowledge and business opportunities across regions.

Diverse Supplier Development Program 
(DSDP)  drives long term value across our 
eco-system

*SME-DE=Small Medium sized Enterprise – Digital Ecosystem



Considerations for local programs and initial steps 
for development

Footprint & Supply chain

Legal incentives & barriers

Leadership engagement &  sponsorship

Local I&D / ESG strategy alignment

Procurement / stakeholder champions

Eco system partners / business networks

Corporate peer collaboration

Collect data to create base line

Build & drive program , aligned with global/local  strategy

Establish internal and external partnerships 

Suggested initial steps 



Best practice

AP42 created and delivered amazing solution 
for Accenture’s first Global Supplier Inclusion 

& Sustainability summit using AR/VR 
technology

Based  on this experience Accenture has now 
successfully introduced AP42 to several 

other clients within our eco-system 

Imelda Alejandrino CEO



THANK YOU

Feel free to connect via

peter.zerp@accenture.com

LinkedIn

mailto:peter.zerp@accenture.com


✓ These practices drive success for supply chain 

organizations that are intentional in addressing 

bias.

✓ Each of these best practices shape the form and

function of supplier diversity as a core element of 

the mission.

Supplier Diversity Best 
Practices

Module #7 :  :



• Confirm commitment from your Executive
Sponsor.

• Establish a clear understanding for the business case.

• Generate Leadership support at the C- suite level tied
directly to the ESG strategy.

• Outline strategic options that drive Business Unit
collaboration.

• Drive collaboration with key Stakeholders and Women’s 
Business Enterprise.

Task 1: Engage Executive Sponsor



• Execute data scrub to validate reporting and
ensure data integrity.

• Establish on-line 2nd tier monitoring and 
reporting.

• Generate quarterly spend reports for each 
Business Unit, by diversity sub-group.

• Track performance against goals.

• Conduct category-specific sourcing.

• Generate a self-assessment survey.

Task 2: Adopt Data-Driven Initiatives to Guide Performance



• Measure the impact to community, jobs, the local
economy, and small business development.

• Seize opportunities for impactful spend (low-
hanging fruit).

• Improve year-to-year performance in diversity
spend.

• Establish action-oriented measures to ensure 
competitive access for Women’s Business 
Enterprise.

Task 3: Drive Economic Impact



• Engage diverse suppliers offering 
innovative, cost-effective solutions.

• Partner with diverse suppliers offering
sustainable (environmentally safe) products
and services.

• Engage local, community-based vendors as
strategic business partners.

• Contribute to Corporate ESG strategy.

Task 4: Leverage Brand Appreciation



• Launch supplier development initiatives to 
build diverse supplier capacity & capabilities
on the path to equity.

• Encourage joint ventures, incubators, 
mentorship and strategic partnerships to 
increase suppliers of scale.

• Support emerging women and diverse
business initiatives.

Task 5: Invest in Capacity Building



• Establish accountability measures to ensure 
engagement across all Business Units.

• Launch on-line training and awareness.

• Adopt Fail-Safe, Limited Competition and
Performance Audits.

• Include supplier diversity in KPI performance 
appraisals.

Task 6: Adopt Results-Driven Protocols to Drive 
Performance



• Establish rewards and commendation.

• Promote leadership recognition.

• Benchmark company performance
against leaders in the industry.

• Create friendly competition among 
Business Units.

Task 7: Adopt Self-Driven Performance through Team 
Incentives



• Focus on highly underutilized subgroups.

• Celebrate the added-value diverse supplier 
partnerships generate to support your 
company’s business mission.

• Become a stakeholder in organizations that 
focus on removing bias.

Task 8: Improve Engagement with “At-Risk” Diversity 
Subgroups



• Ensure that diverse suppliers drive value 
through cost reduction & cost avoidance 
practices.

• Highlight cost containment opportunities 
made possible by diverse suppliers.

• Spotlight diverse supplier innovations that 
drive customer value.

Task 9: Focus on Cost Reduction, Cost Avoidance & 
Innovation



• Establish recognition events to highlight the 
achievements staff, supplier, and Business Unit.

• Appoint supplier diversity champions across the 
enterprise.

• Promote friendly competition among 
Business Units & Departments.

• Celebrate success stories.

• Establish an effective communications strategy. 

Task 10: Create Incentives that Drive Performance



Fail-Safe. . . from rhetoric to action

No contract shall be consummated
without consideration of qualified women and 
other diverse sources.

In the event candidates have not been identified, 
sufficient lead time must be extended to ensure 
the inclusion of qualified diverse candidates.

Source: Billion Dollar Roundtable



Performance Accountabil ity
Whatever gets evaluated, gets done . . . 

Staff charged with supplier/vendor selection must 
include a quantitative / qualitative performance metrics 
to ensure that their performance aligns with corporate 
expectations. This metric will be included in their KPI 
evaluation.

Source: Billion Dollar Roundtable



The term ESG stands for Environmental, Social and Governance policies. 

Corporate investors are starting to grade publicly traded companies on their 

performance under these 3 core determinants of organizational value. In fact, 

leading investor agencies like Black Rock now routinely conduct ESG index 

scoring. And they publicly release these scores annually.

ESG performance reflects directly on corporate leadership as it impacts 

everything from investor confidence to brand appreciation, all of which drives 

investor risk and ultimately the value of each publicly traded company’s stock. 

THIS . . .is a GAME CHANGER!

The Importance of Supplier Diversity as a 
Contributor to ESG Performance



Closing the Gaps
LESSONS LEARNED

What I see is inertia to change. Intellectually they 

understand it, but spiritually they’re not 

committed to it. This results in passive/aggressive 

performance where people simply show up.

- Reggie



Action Planning

Module #8:

Closing Remarks

• A call to action

• Strategic options 

for stakeholders



Team Collaboration



We Want to Hear from YOU

https://www.surveymonkey.com/r/FK3LKKY



Thank you for participating

www.weconnectinternational.org

@weconnection


